Introduction
Like so many creative figures traumatized by political tyranny in Central Europe during the first half of the twentieth century, Luigi Dallapiccola (1904 Dallapiccola ( -1975 invested his art with his own personal responses to dire social injustices. Because of the obvious dangers surrounding any public attempt to protest the repression of individual freedom, hate crimes, and anti-Semitism perpetrated in his homeland between 1910 and 1945, he turned to the more abstract realm of his own compositions to express outrage. 1 Canti di Prigionia (1941) , Il Prigioniero (1949) , and Canti di Liberazione (1955) comprise what came to be known as his "liberty/protest triptych" -his own testimony in the wake of unconscionable acts by political regimes. 2 Many scholars have invoked this term since the 1940s to characterize these pieces; the composer himself acknowledged this label in his writings. Long regarded as the leading Italian composer of his generation, Dallapiccola is especially significant as one of the first composers outside of the orbit of Arnold Schoenberg to embrace dodecaphonic principles.
In this thesis, I explored the characteristics of the tone rows used in Dallapiccola's opera, Il Prigioniero, through analysis of rows in terms of interval classes, trichordal and hexachordal content, and compositional usages. The types of accompaniments used in the opera-octatonic harmonies, chromatic scales, and accompaniment by the same and different rows-are surveyed; for it is here that one can observe the relationship between technique and expression that makes this music so powerful.
Following World War II, Dallapiccola's music was performed frequently throughout Europe and the United States. This recognition and the success of his dodecaphonic works encouraged publications by various European and American scholars who analyzed Dallapiccola's music and his compositional techniques. In addition to theoretical commentaries on specific works, a growing body of articles addressing the evolution of his style and its distinctive features has been published over the last fifty years. Three authors-Hans Nathan, Rudy Shackelford, and Roman Vladpublished invaluable documents based extensively on conversations with or the diary entries of this composer. These publications, in conjunction with the composer's own writings, lend great insight to the mental and compositional processes involved in the creation of his music. Raymond Fearn wrote the only book-length biographical study published to date.
Compositional Influences
Dallapiccola began studying the piano at the age of eight. During his family's exile in Graz, he had the opportunity to see several operas. Wagner's Die Meistersinger was especially influential, as noted by Dallapiccola in his own writings. 4 A performance of The Flying Dutchman inspired him, at the age of 13, to dedicate his life to music. In 1922, the young musician moved to Florence to continue his musical education, focusing on piano. While at the Conservatory, he was introduced to a variety of modern music including works of Bartók and Ravel. On April 1, 1924 , he attended a performance of Pierrot Lunaire conducted by its composer, Arnold Schoenberg. Dallapiccola chose on that evening to focus his musical life and "learn the trade" of composing. 5 He began serious study of composition with Vito Frazzi in Florence and was particularly interested in Frazzi's work with non-traditional scales, especially the octatonic. In 1932, a group of well-known Italian musicians published a manifesto, "Italian Musicians for the Tradition of Nineteenth-Century Romantic Art." In this statement of conviction, the composers blasted the new compositional trends, including "atonal and polytonal honking." 6 They were focused on the tradition of Italian music extending from Palestrina to Puccini, and were opposed to music that was a "mechanical game or a cerebral amusement." 7 Though
Dallapiccola, like the authors of the manifesto, believed that music should be expressive, he also believed that the expressiveness could come from non-traditional compositional techniques. Because of this attitude of traditionalism by the leading Italian composers of the day and the political climate of the times, Dallapiccola had no contact with the Viennese school. As a result, he found his own path to atonality and dodecaphonic music.
Il Prigioniero is obviously entrenched in a style using twelve-tone rows, but it does not strictly follow the usual tenets of the Viennese methodology. Though examples of deviations from his teachings occur in his music, Schoenberg professed that, just as a Wagnerian leitmotif could create unity within a composition, the basic set was a source of unity within a twelve-tone composition. 8 He also stated that "using more than one set would allow repetition of one or more tones too soon. Again there would arise the danger of interpreting the repeated tone as a tonic. Besides, the effect of unity would be lessened." 9 Schoenberg's concern with unity is characteristically modern: derive much from little and assume that all the parts contribute to the whole.
Dallapiccola used rows to represent ideas or themes in the opera, like leitmotifs.
Beyond the use of multiple rows, he stretches the twelve-tone parameters by inserting chromatic accompaniments, not derived from a row, in many places throughout the opera. He uses repeated notes which would appear to violate Schoenberg's stated aims.
Where Schoenberg's approach to unity is thoroughly modern, Dallapiccola's is thoroughly romantic. Strict economy was not an aspiration of the Romantic era, and
Dallapiccola continued this tradition in his twelve-tone compositions. He weaves a variety of tone rows into the rich fabric of this opera.
Dallapiccola's orchestral writing differs from Schoenberg's because of his approach to the twelve-tone idiom. Schoenberg advocated the avoidance of octave doublings, as they would tend to place emphasis on a particular pitch. Dallapiccola, in contrast, uses thick orchestration with doublings at many points in Il Prigioniero. His primary compositional goal was the expression of the musical and dramatic thought of that moment in the opera, the equality of pitches is not important. Schoenberg tended to use more transparent scoring, a practice that allowed the pitch/rhythmic content to be more easily identified, not covered or overlooked because of the sonorities that could be created. Schoenberg says, "More mature minds resist the temptation to become intoxicated by colors and prefer to be coldly convinced by the transparency of clear-cut 9 Ibid., 108.
ideas." 10 His music demands an intellectual listener, not just an emotional one.
Dallapiccola's music is a contrast to this. While certainly this opera is masterfully crafted, and understanding the techniques is interesting in and of itself, the emotional impact is strong, and just as important.
Dallapiccola explained his interest in the twelve-tone technique thus:
It seemed to me that twelve tones would enable me to articulate a melody better than seven -to write a richer and (as far as my capacities would allow) more expressive melody. To say nothing of the fact that for many years I had observed how often the same succession of tones was used (and with not too dissimilar characteristics) by the great masters, the less great, and the very small ones.
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His goal was not to conquer the restrictions of the 12-tone system, it was to compose as expressively and dramatically as the musical materials would allow. Chromatic elements had been used by many composers in the realm of "major-minor" tonality and, continuing this tradition, Dallapiccola stretched diatonic chromaticism and incorporated it into his own twelve-tone style. handbook of rules to be followed. It was simply the best way for him to communicate the story of this opera and, more subtly, to express his incredible disgust with the events happening to and around him.
Plot Summary
In The final scene opens as the Prisoner bursts out of the prison into a garden. Just as he is about to inhale his first breath of freedom, the arms of the Jailer surround him. The torturer calls the Prisoner "brother" again and admonishes him for attempting to escape.
As the Prisoner is being led to the stake, he realizes that the greatest torture of all was being given the hope of freedom.
Row Construction
In Il Prigioniero, most of the musical material is developed from five tone rows.
The first three have the generally accepted labels of Prayer, Hope, and Freedom. Articles that deal specifically with Il Prigioniero, are rare, though sometimes it is mentioned in studies of his liberty/protest music and his total compositional style. However, in his text
Twentieth Century Music, Elliot Antokoletz dedicates several pages to the personal and historical events prompting the composition of the opera and Dallapiccola's innovative manipulation of the twelve-tone system. 18 Antokoletz notes that the three tone rows, representing prayer, hope, and freedom, used throughout the opera "appear to be the source of all the main musical motifs or thematic cells of the opera, so a highly systematic and integrated network of pitch relations is formed in connection to the dramatic symbology." 19 The fourth row, not widely acknowledged in the existing published analyses of the opera, will be referred to as the "chorus row" in this thesis.
Finally, the Fratello Row is derived from the three-note "Fratello motif."
The Prayer Row
The Prayer Row, shown in Example 2, begins with <27845e>. This chord contains octatonic elements, including a diminished seventh chord. A pattern of alternating large and small intervals is used in the first hexachord. Ic5 is followed by ic1, then ic4 is followed by ic1, which is immediately followed by a "leap" of ic6. 20 The second hexachord, <t31690>, completes the row with a succession of leaps. It also contains a diminished seventh chord. 19 The three rows are labeled as Prayer (27845et31690), Hope (67895et40132), and Freedom (9e257t036814). In this thesis a fixed do number system will be used. C=0, C#=1, etc. Enharmonic equivalence is assumed. 20 The acronym "ic" represents the term "interval class" throughout this thesis. 21 In this thesis angled brackets, < >, are used to designate an ordered set of pitch classes. Square brackets, [ ], will be used to designate an unordered set of pitch classes. In its first appearance, represented in Example 9, the Hope Row is sung by the Prisoner and is doubled by the cello. The intervals widen as the phrase expands and leads to the double use of pc2 at the end of the phrase. That pitch is then sustained in the cello for six beats, placing even greater emphasis on it.
Example 10: Expanding Hope Row-P6, mm. 202-203
As the melodic line widens, compound melody appears with both ascending and descending lines. The descending line has strict half-step movement toward the final pitch, 2, while the ascending line moves chromatically with only one exception, pcs e and t are reversed.
Example 11 portrays the same type of expanding occurring in the next statement of the Hope Row, a near mirror image of the first statement. The I3 version begins with a descending chromatic tetrachord. The ascending portion of the compound melody begins with pc3 and moves up to pc6, while the descending portion moves down the nearly chromatic line with the same reversal of e and t.
Example 11: Expanding Hope Row-I3, mm. 203-204
The chromaticism used in the Hope Row is its most distinguishing characteristic.
In addition to the tetrachords at the beginning and end of the row, Dallapiccola mines the row for more chromaticism by using compound melody. Each of the melodies moves chromatically toward its goal.
The Freedom Row
The Freedom, or Liberty, Row was the first row composed for the piece. Upon completing the first draft of the libretto, Dallapiccola began writing the Jailer's aria for Scene Two. This song, expressing hope for freedom, is sung after the Jailer shares information about the Beggar's Revolt in Flanders. During this three-strophe aria, the row is heard in prime, inverted, retrograded, and retrograded inversion forms. Great technical demands are placed on the performers of the opera. Example 13 displays the challenging range necessary for the Jailer's role, encompassing an octave and a major sixth. Unlike the phrase in Example 5, an arch-shaped melody is not created within a single row statement, but requires the use of another phrase to find its conclusion. The Freedom Row-R6 begins in measure 366. Example 14 shows the vocal line from measures 366-370, the conclusion of the phrase which began in measure 360. In the score, Dallapiccola instructs the performers thus:
The sonority of the Second Choral Intermezzo must be formidable: every spectator must feel himself literally overwhelmed and submerged by the immensity of he sound. To this end there should be no hesitation in making use, if necessary, of mechanical means, such as loudspeakers, etc.
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The use of a dark, empty stage combined with the formidable sound created by the organ and the chorus enhances the ominous mood of the opera. The Fratello motif (<430>) is used many times throughout the opera; initially it occurs in measure 39 of the prologue. The motif uses a descending minor second followed by a descending minor third, highly evocative of both the prayer and hope rows.
Example 20 shows the Fratello motif used three times in succession at different transpositions.
In some parts of the opera, the Fratello motif is subjected to both retrogression and inversion, as seen in Example 21.
Example 21: m. 240
In this measure the orchestra performs forms of the motif five times. In the uppermost voice the motif spans two beats, while the prime, retrograde, and two inverted forms are A thinly veiled foreshadowing of the reality to come, the Hope Rows used in this excerpt are incomplete, each using only its first hexachord. Ironically, the Freedom Row is used in its complete form in the Jailer's line and in a canonic setting in the orchestra. The combination of the Hope and Freedom Rows supports the lyric.
As the Jailer sings of hope to the Prisoner, Dallapiccola uses the Freedom Row.
One part of the accompaniment includes a canonic treatment of Freedom Row-P9. In
Example 25, the two lowest staves show the beginning of the canon, but it carries into the staves two and three as indicated by the lines. Simultaneously, another part of the orchestra plays incomplete versions of the Hope Row.
The use of incomplete Hope Rows symbolizes the false hope the Jailer offers to the Prisoner. The translated text is as follows:
Hope, O brother, hope now with all that is in you, now you must hope till agony fills your bosom, use every hour of the day for your hoping you must go on living that you may keep hoping.
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As the opera progresses, we learn that the Jailer's method of torture was to offer, and even aggressively encourage, hope of freedom to the Prisoner. Miraculously, the Prisoner is able to escape, but this is all part of the most despicable of all punishments. Rather than using physical abuse, the Jailer subjects his prisoner to a more brutal fate. He builds a false sense of hope within the Prisoner, allowing him to believe that he may be able to someday be free. The Prisoner never has any chance of achieving freedom, and as he begins to breathe its sweetness, the Jailer takes that freedom, and all remaining hope, away from the captive. While the text and the canon use the Freedom Row-P9, the other accompaniment figure uses fractured Hope rows, symbolic of the broken hope with which the Jailer tortures the Prisoner.
Accompaniment with Chromaticism
Chromaticism is used throughout Il Prigioniero in a variety of ways. The first chromatic passage occurs within the first minute of the opera. Example 26 shows a passage that serves as a transition into the second phrase of the vocal line.
Te Te
Example 28: mm. 1-3
The first chord is derived from the O3, the second chord from O2, and the third from O1, which are Te statements of the pitch collection.
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Throughout the Prologue, octatonic elements are used, not only in repetitions and transpositions of the opening chords, but also accompanying the singers. With the first appearance of the singer, in measure 9, shown in Example 29, the orchestra continues to use chords from the octatonic sets, again beginning with O3, then moving to O2, and finishing the phrase with O1. The three octatonic scales share many common notes, but each tetrachord belongs uniquely to its own octatonic set. The Prayer Row contains an octatonic set in its first hexachord; however, the chords used in this example do not appear contiguously in any permutation of the row.
Conclusions
Dallapiccola immerses himself in a very personalized version of the twelve-tone style, one that owes less to any demands that might be made by a general theoretical system, than it does to the specific task at hand, communicating the message of Il The dux begins on pc4 followed by the first comes at pc3, the second at pc2, and the third at pc1, as shown in Example 30. When diminished seventh chords and other octatonic elements are used they are often transposed at Te, again creating unity within the music.
Examples 19 and 28 are excerpts showing these transformations.
Example 31 shows the Te manipulation as it occurs in the Jailer's Aria.
The structure of the second half of the phrase is retrograde at Te of the first half, another example of the creation of unity through manipulation of the material.
The use of multiple rows in a twelve-tone work creates clarity and adds to the drama. The tone rows are used like leitmotifs, each representing specific ideas. The major themes of the opera-hope for the future, prayers for well-being/survival, and desire for freedom-are each assigned a row. At times the rows are used in congruity with the libretto, as when the Mother's prayer is sung and accompanied by the Prayer Row.
Elsewhere, Dallapiccola uses the rows with a sadistic irony. When the Jailer sings words of encouragement to the Prisoner he uses the Freedom Row, though he certainly knows that his captive will never taste freedom again. Both treatments of the rows help to intensify the anguish of the story.
In its first appearance, the Hope Row is sung by the Prisoner as he intones, "'Brother' no other work ever sounded sweeter, it renewed in me a desire to go on This opera is a masterful commentary on these social injustices using a compositional language that is unique to the composer. Like many great composers, he digests and reinterprets the techniques of his predecessors-twelve-tone techniques of Schoenberg and Berg, leitmotif of Wagner, Italian lyricism of Puccini-and creates a powerful tool for his own expression of pain, fear, and revulsion. Dallapiccola uses intellectual methods that required much sophisticated planning and forethought, to create an opera with an enormous emotional impact. Each compositional choice adds to the sorrow, dejection, and torture of the characters and, by extension, the listener.
